Winx

Pattern designed and created by Jennifer Kent
Suitable for Beginners with some experience

© Jen Kent April 2020

Introduction
Winx is a simple design created by stringing a central ring of GemDuos together and embellishing
the edges of a bauble to create a little magic for your christmas tree. It is an easy pattern designed
with beginners in mind.
The drops used when designing the pattern were side drilled 11x5.5mm SW Elements crystal tear
Drops however you could use any side drilled beads (I do just love a bit of sparkle on my
Christmas Tree).
When following the pattern; ensure you use the diagrams to guide you with your thread path, you
will find the key at the back of the pattern outlining how each bead has been referred to in the
instructions.
I like to use 6lb fireline with my patterns as I like to use glass beads which can have sharp edges
and fireline is fairly strong. However you could use any strong thread that can hold tension. I tone
my thread depending on the colour of the beads I use (ie. dark beads = smoke fireline/ light beads
= crystal fireline). You will not notice the thread in this pattern despite the thread clinging to the
side of some of the two hole beads, so it is not necessary to have an exact colour match.
You might like to use a ‘stop bead’ to start the pattern so that your beads do not slide off during
Step 1 and you can keep the tension.
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Creating the Bauble
Step 1 Cut a comfortable length of thread.
Pick up 8x GemDuo’s and place A,C,A between each GemDuo (remember to
ensure all GemDuo’s are the same way up). Finish exiting a GemDuo.

Step 2 Pick up A,G,A,B then pass through the open hole of GemDuo. Now pick
up B,A,G,A then pass through the GemDuo again. Continue through the A,G
before moving to the next step.
NOTE: Refer to the diagram for
the thread path.
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Step 3 Pick up A,B then pass through the open hole of the next GemDuo then
pick up B,A,G,A then pass through the other hole of this GemDuo. Pick up A
then pass through A,B,GemDuo,B,A,G. Pick up A then pass through next
GemDuo from Step 1.
Repeat step 3 adding decoration around each GemDuo. Thread through
beadwork to finish in the top hole of the GemDuo.
Note: at last GemDuo you will not need to add the last A bead.

Step 4 Pass through A,G then pick up A,H,A,I,B. Then pass back through
I,A,H,A,G,A, and then the top hole of the next GemDuo.
Repeat this step between each GemDuo.
Finish with your thread exiting the first B added in this step.
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Step 5 Pick up (A,B,G,B,A) DropDuo (A,B,G,B,A) and pass through next B from
step 4. Remember to use the diagram to guide you so you know which way up
to put the DropDuo.

Step 6 To create tension pass through all the beads you added in Step 5 again
being careful to skip the B bead between each set.
Finish with your thread exiting a DropDuo.

Step 7 Pass through the open hole of the DropDuo and pick up
A,B,D,E,F,E,D,B,A then pass through the open hole of the next DropDuo.
Add this between each DropDuo around the Bauble.
Finish with your thread exiting a D.
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Step 8 Pass through E,F,E then pick up B,Crystal Drop,B then pass through
E,F,E. Work your way around Bauble adding B,Crystal Drop,B between each set
of pearls before securing, tying off and trimming your threads.

A note about Copyright
A lot of time and effort goes into my designs and I would ask you please not to share, copy or
teach this pattern. The pattern is protected by copyright and has been created for your personal
use.
You are however welcome to sell your finished pieces under the original name of the design but
please credit www.jenkent.co.uk as the designer.
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Requirements
Size 15 seed bead main colour (A)

3g

Size 11seed bead main colour (B)

7g

Size 11seed bead Contrast colour (C)

3g

Czech GemDuo

8

2mm Round (D)

16

3mm Round (E)

16

4mm Round (F)

8

3mm Bicone - Contrast Colour (G)

24

3mm Bicone - Main Colour (H)

8

4mm Bicone - Main Colour (I)

8

Czech DropDuo

8

11x5.5mm Teardrop (Side drilled)

8

Bauble approximately 4cm in diameter

1

6lb Fireline, Size 11 needles,Scissors or Thread Zapper if
you have one
www.jenkent.co.uk
Please like @jenkentdesigns on Facebook and instagram
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